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Activities Thus Far
• Charge accepted by HEPAP end of February
• Panel membership in place 12 April
• First meeting (by phone) 20 April, formed subgroups now
at work (both by phone and email) on:
–
–
–
–

Dark Matter
Dark Energy
Cosmic rays, Cosmic Gamma rays, Cosmic Neutrinos
CMB and “other”

• Given timeline and work, attempting to do as much as
possible with frequent phone meetings.
– Weekly timeslot for full panel phone calls, along with subgroup
calls.

• Planning F2F meetings in June and July
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Charge (1 of 4)

• http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/panels/subpanel_list.shtml
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Charge (2 of 4)

• http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/panels/subpanel_list.shtml
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Charge (3 of 4)
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Charge (4 of 4)

update: preliminary
comments by earlymid August
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PASAG Members
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

G. Bernstein (Penn)
F. Calaprice (Princeton)
M. Carena (FNAL)
T. Gaisser (Bartol)
L. Gladney (Penn)
A. Harding (GSFC)
M. Kamionkowski
(Caltech)
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•

R. Ong (UCLA)
S. Ritz (GSFC, UCSC)
J. Ruhl (CWRU)
A. Seiden (UCSC)
I. Shipsey (Purdue)
H. Sobel (Irvine)
C. Spiering (DESY)
M. Shochet (Chicago,
ex-officio)
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Activities Thus Far
• Charge accepted by HEPAP end of February
• Panel membership in place 12 April
• First meeting (by phone) 20 April, formed subgroups now
at work (both by phone and email) on:
–
–
–
–

Dark Matter
Dark Energy
Cosmic rays, Cosmic Gamma rays, Cosmic Neutrinos
CMB and “other”

• Given timeline and work, attempting to do as much as
possible with frequent phone meetings.
– Weekly timeslot for full panel phone calls, along with subgroup
calls and emails.

• Planning F2F meetings in June and July
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Methodology
• Subgroups working in parallel to collect information and
draft the main issues that the full panel will address.
• Attempting to collect most of the information without
individual project presentations (impractical on this
timescale). Subfields have different histories.

– Some have had relatively recent SAGs, so PASAG is an update.
– Some (e.g., CR/Gamma/Nu) have not had recent assessments, so
will have individual project presentations.

• Also planning a presentation on how the labs think about
Particle Astrophysics.
• Community interactions are important.

– evening session at the recent APS meeting (4 May)
– suggestions, please!
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Request for Information from DM Experiments
As you have probably heard, a new HEPAP subpanel, PASAG
(http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/panels/subpanel_list.shtml), has been
formed to advise the agencies on particle astrophysics. The direct detection
of dark matter is included in the subjects to be reviewed. Since this topic
was extensively discussed in the DMSAG report, our plan is to start with
what has happened since that report was issued. Could you please
summarize within a few pages:
– what progress has taken place, what new directions are being explored, and
what are your immediate and future plans?
– Please specify the major technical issues that are being addressed in the
current work, and provide a rough schedule for achieving the major
milestones needed before starting the next large-scale detector.

If there is additional information on the web you want us to consider, please
provide the URLs. In addition, our intention is to try to fit a comprehensive
program into the various funding profile scenarios that we have been given,
so we would like to understand your budget needs and the project time
schedules. Since the subpanel is working on a very tight schedule, we
would appreciate it if you could get this information to us by May 15.
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Request for Information from HE CR/Nu/Gamma Experiments
As you have probably heard, a new HEPAP subpanel, PASAG
(http://www.science.doe.gov/hep/panels/subpanel_list.shtml ) has been formed to advise the
NSF and DOE on particle astrophysics. High-energy cosmic-ray, gamma-ray and neutrino
astrophysics are among the subjects to be considered. This request for information covers
both projects being proposed and those that are already in operation or commissioning
phases:
–

–

PROPOSED PROJECTS: Since many of you have already submitted responses to the RFI for
the Decadal Survey (Astro2010), we plan to use a similar format and scope to collect
information. Thus we ask that you limit the length to up to 10 pages in one of the standard
formats (pdf, doc, ps) and include URLs to other information that you want us to know about.
Please include a description of the main science goal(s) of the project and a description of the
technical approach. We would like to know the planned schedule for the activity and key
information about the readiness of the technology being considered.
PROJECTS IN OPERATION OR COMMISSIONING: We request a short summary (up to 3
pages) of your plans. If significant upgrades are foreseen, please treat those as proposed
projects with format as described above.

The charge for PASAG calls for us to fit a comprehensive program into the various funding
profile scenarios that we have been given, so we would like to understand your budget needs
and timelines. Since the subpanel is working on a very tight schedule, we would appreciate it
if you could email this information to us by May 26. After we receive initial responses we may
request a presentation from the larger proposed projects. Please let me know if you have any
questions or concerns.
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Activities Thus Far
• Charge accepted by HEPAP end of February
• Panel membership in place 12 April
• First meeting (by phone) 20 April, formed subgroups now
at work (both by phone and email) on:
–
–
–
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Dark Matter
Dark Energy
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• Given timeline and work, attempting to do as much as
possible with frequent phone meetings.
– Weekly timeslot for full panel phone calls, along with subgroup
calls.

• Planning F2F meetings in June and July
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Discussion
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